OHIO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CENTRAL OFFICE, 1980 W. BROAD ST., COLUMBUS, OHIO 43216-0899

April 18, 2008
To:

Users of the Standard Bridge Drawings

From: Tim Keller, Administrator, Office of Structural Engineering
By:

Sean Meddles, Bridge Standards Engineer

Re:

Standard Bridge Drawing Updates

TST-1-99:
This drawing has been revised to address field fit-up issues resulting from the lack
of tolerance available during installation and to address items that add little or no
value to the final product. Because these revisions do not adversely affect the
strength or crash-worthiness of the railing system, our office will maintain the
railing as TL-4 compliant.
On sheet 1 of 4, Section F-F, a construction joint has been introduced in the
abutment wingwall that will allow the bridge railing to be placed as necessary to
allow fit-up. After the railing system, including flush mounted posts, is
completely erected, the wingwall concrete can be placed above the construction
joint to anchor the flush-mounted posts which are temporarily supported from
above by the tube rails. In lieu of this construction joint, the drawing provides the
Contractor the option to field drill the holes in the tube rails for the tube rail-topost connections and repair the galvanized coating.
Also on sheet 1 of 4, Section F-F, the non-shrink grout beneath the flush mounted
post base plate has been eliminated. The grout adds very little value and prevents
visual inspection of the anchors beneath the base plate.
On sheet 2 of 4, Section A-A, Detail A and Section J-J, the 6x3x0.25 steel tubing
and 3/8” shim plate have been removed. Our office found numerous existing
installations where the shim plates were not drawn tight against the superstructure
fascia. When installed in this position, the tubing and shim do not provide the
compressive support intended thus requiring the lower anchor bolts carry the
entire compressive load to the superstructure. The 1” diameter anchor bolts have
sufficient capacity without the additional compression support provided by the
tubing and shim plate.

